Breakthrough for your IT
Our Future IT Transformation (FITT) enables
a step-by-step and secure approach for a
comprehensive modernization of your IT

Free your business-critical IT applications from constraints and make your legacy systems fit for the
road to a modern age. With the Future IT Transformation Suite, we complement our many years of
experience in IT transformation with a unique toolbox that enables us to gradually bring your legacy
systems into an agile and secure cloud environment without interrupting ongoing business
operations.
Digitalization is changing the world of business and our
customers are forced to face up to this challenge
to remain competitive.

However, changing too quickly carries enormous risks,
such as infrastructure instability, interruption of
ongoing business operations and also unplanned cost
increases. Mostly still accompanied by a project cycle
that is far too long. It is not without reason that the
modernization of the IT architecture and infrastructure
is considered the most important factor for an agile,
digital and, above all, future-proof business model. Only
if you dare to take this step will you be able to open new
business areas and tap the full potential of your
company. However, the modernization of businesscritical applications is often delayed because they keep
the business running and the applications are closely
linked to the respective business model. The primary
goal when transforming legacy systems should
therefore be to minimize your own business risk and
avoid "big bang projects". To do this, you need a
trustworthy and security-oriented partner.
T-Systems has decades of experience in large, complex
infrastructure projects and has both the expertise and
the toolset required for successful IT modernization.
The Future IT Transformation Suite offers a proven
portfolio of six proprietary IPs that can help you
determine where your company is on its modernization
journey.

Legacy systems often lead to high operating costs,
prove inflexible when adapting and slow down your
digitization roadmap. Optimize your architecture with
customizable microservices and unlock valuable data
that was previously trapped in your legacy
architecture. FITT is characterized by a segmented,
secure and comprehensive modernization approach
and transforms your legacy systems into the modern
age - "Fit-for-Future".

Our approach
T-Systems is an enabler of digital transformation and
helps companies to become fit for the future. We divide a
successful IT transformation into the following steps:
▪ Landscape assessment
▪ Transition from monolith to microservices
▪ Rehosting strategy
▪ Migration from mainframe to cloud
▪ Data consolidation and synchronization

Your advantages
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Unique toolbox for effective IT modernization at all
architectural levels
Transformation from monoliths to microservices
through a segmented transition
Mainframe containerization approach to modernization
with standardized, automated digital tools
Identification of quick wins for transformation and
implementation of faster ROI
No risky big bang project

IT Modernization

Free your mission critical IT and catapult your legacy systems for the modern age with our Future IT
Transformation Suite
Quick Start Offer
Get a deep dive assessment of your IT landscape with our expert
▪

When to use?

▪

▪

▪

What is included?

▪
▪

▪

How much does it cost?

Get a detailed analysis of your legacy systems, technologies and
applications
When you need an accelerated strategy and roadmap into your IT
transformation
An expert from T-Systems to conduct interview sessions with business
and IT experts to understand the pain points(number of interviews and
duration to be discussed and agreed upon before starting the exercise)
Gather information about the existing application landscape
Understand the TCO and current licensing model
Dynamic analysis reports with different perspectives/views (to be
discussed and agreed upon before starting the exercise; no migration or
transformation involved, only analysis)
High level roadmap with recommendations for modernization options
highlighting clear benefits

€15,000

Information & Conditions
▪
▪

This offer is only valid for business customers of T-Systems International GmbH. All prices are exclusive of VAT. Will be
charged as applicable
This document is for information purpose only and does not constitute a binding offer. If you are interested, we will be
happy to send you the relevant contract documents. These also list the exact contents of the service and the specific
conditions
Contact
T-Systems International GmbH
Hahnstraße 43d
60528 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Tel: 00800 33 090300
E-Mail: info@t-systems.com
Internet: www.t-systems.com
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